
Science Teaching Reconsidered: A
Comprehensive Review of the Transformative
Handbook
The National Research Council's Science Teaching Reconsidered (STR)
handbook, published in 1999, has revolutionized science education. This
foundational work established a framework for rethinking how science is
taught and learned, emphasizing the importance of inquiry-based learning,
constructivism, and addressing misconceptions. This comprehensive article
provides an in-depth review of the STR handbook, examining its key
principles, methodologies, and recommendations while exploring its
profound impact on science education.

Overview of the Science Teaching Reconsidered Handbook

STR emerged from a collaborative effort of the National Research Council,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the National
Science Teachers Association. Aiming to address the shortcomings of
traditional science teaching methods, the handbook presented a vision for
transforming science education.
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Inquiry-Based Learning

STR strongly advocated for inquiry-based learning, emphasizing that
students should actively engage in the process of scientific inquiry. This
approach involves formulating questions, designing investigations,
analyzing data, and communicating findings, mirroring how scientists
conduct real-world research.

Constructivism

Based on the constructivist theory of learning, STR emphasized the
importance of student understanding by constructing their own knowledge
and understanding of concepts. Teachers facilitate this process by
providing opportunities for hands-on experiences, discussions, and
reflection.

Addressing Misconceptions

STR recognized the prevalence of science misconceptions among students
and highlighted the need to address these misconceptions directly. The
handbook suggested using research-based strategies such as concept
mapping, peer instruction, and Socratic questioning.

Teacher Education and Professional Development

STR emphasized the crucial role of teacher education and professional
development in improving science teaching. It called for teachers to have a
deep understanding of science content, pedagogy, and assessment.

Science Curriculum and Assessment
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STR recommended a curriculum that aligns with the principles of inquiry-
based learning and constructivism. It also emphasized the importance of
using authentic and performance-based assessments to measure student
understanding.

Equity and Inclusion

STR recognized the importance of equity and inclusion in science
education, stressing the need to create inclusive learning environments that
support all students, regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic
background.

Impact of Science Teaching Reconsidered

STR has profoundly impacted science education at all levels. Its principles
have been widely adopted in science curricula, teacher education
programs, and professional development opportunities.

Improved Student Engagement and Learning

Inquiry-based learning has been shown to enhance student engagement,
promote deeper understanding, and foster critical thinking skills.

Reduced Science Misconceptions

Research has demonstrated that addressing misconceptions directly can
significantly reduce their prevalence among students.

Increased Teacher Knowledge and Skills

STR has led to a greater emphasis on teacher education and professional
development, improving teachers' content knowledge, pedagogical skills,
and assessment practices.



Enhanced Science Curriculum and Assessment

STR has influenced the development of science curricula and assessments
that align with its principles, ensuring greater coherence and validity.

Increased Focus on Equity and Inclusion

The handbook's emphasis on equity and inclusion has raised awareness of
the need to create inclusive science learning environments.
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The Science Teaching Reconsidered handbook has been a groundbreaking
force in transforming science education. Its principles have revolutionized
how science is taught and learned, resulting in improved student
engagement, reduced misconceptions, increased teacher knowledge,
enhanced curriculum and assessment practices, and a greater focus on
equity and inclusion. STR continues to serve as an invaluable resource for
educators, policymakers, and researchers seeking to improve science
education for all.
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Benefits of Corporal Punishment: A Review of
the Literature
Corporal punishment is a form of physical discipline that involves the use
of force to inflict pain on a child. It is a controversial topic, and there is
much debate about its...
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